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‘En-flation’:

The heightened risk of inflation in increasingly
environmentally conscious economies
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SEEMA SHAH, Chief Global Strategist

As surging energy prices hit the headlines, limited renewable energy infrastructure means that, in the shortterm, it is possible countries will shift back towards traditional fossil fuel extraction. Yet, in the medium-term,
given rising appreciation for the importance of energy security, there will be a renewed focus and increased
public capital allocated to the energy transition.
Nonetheless, renewable energy will not necessarily be the answer to reducing inflation pressures. A lot of ink
has been spilled about the contribution of “greenflation,” the extent to which energy transition efforts have
created a chain reaction resulting in higher energy prices and, ultimately, higher consumer costs.
However, the inflationary contribution of net zero initiatives from businesses and governments is wider
ranging than rising energy prices. The rapidly changing way that companies across all sectors factor
environmental considerations into their business models—and the rising costs of doing so—are potentially
still being underappreciated by some investors.

This upward pressure on the cost of doing business in a
more environmentally friendly manner—which we are
terming environmental inflation or “en-flation”—involves
several disparate factors:
1. Carbon credit inflation is a likely near-term scenario.
2. The reasonable expectation of tougher financial
penalties for companies failing to meet United
Nations targets.
3. Greening business models, increasing search for green
talent, and greater “climate compliance,” including
measurement systems, technology, and teams for
non-financial reporting.
4. Capital expenditures (capex) directed to technology
and R&D as businesses make fundamental shifts to
their production, supply chain, and products.
These en-flation factors will not be felt equally across all
sectors and, in some cases, the extent of their financial
impact is very hard to predict. It is precisely because the
latter is largely unknown and has the potential to be
extremely unpredictable and variable that en-flation is
not yet being fully factored into company valuations.

To give some examples of the potentially extreme
impacts of environment-linked inflation on businesses,
it is instructive to consider a number of each en-flation
factor in turn and a number of pertinent datapoints.

Carbon credit costs are on the rise
The European Union’s Emissions Trading System (EU
ETS) mandates manufacturers, power companies, and
airlines to pay for each tonne of carbon dioxide they emit.
Currently, the EU grants many free carbon permits to
industries, including the major emitters, to help them
compete with international companies that are not
subject to the carbon “taxes.”
Last year, the EU outlined a plan to phase out these
allowances for major emitting industries beginning in 2026
and also to cut the number of permits granted to other
sectors. In May 2021, Lazard estimated that, if EU-listed
steel manufacturers were forced to pay to offset the
carbon emissions that are currently allowed under the EU
ETS, it would erode 60% of their profits. If the same rule
were applied to global emissions, this would total more
than 130% of their profitability.
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‘En-flation’
Moreover, the cost of carbon offsetting is predicted to
rise rapidly. Research from University College London
last year estimates that the cost of carbon credits will
climb by five to ten times by 2030 as surplus supply
diminishes and demand increases exponentially.

Tougher penalties for laggards?
As governments and regulators get tougher on businesses’
climate impact, it’s a reasonable expectation that the
penalties will become tougher for those companies that
fail to meet U.N. based targets.
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the national average salary, according to the latest
modelling from U.K.-based thinktank, Onward.
The labor market is already stretched tight; the U.K.
recorded 1.3 million open jobs in the three months to
January (a record high) and the average unemployment
rate for the period fell to 4.1%. In addition, the
government has promised to create 440,000 wellpaid jobs in green industries by 2030. These are jobs
companies will need to create and, crucially, fill to meet
national targets.

The MSCI Net Zero Tracker, which analyses the collective
progress of listed companies towards climate goals,
recently found these firms are on track to cause a global
temperature rise of 3°C (well above the 1.5°C temperature
increase agreed in Paris in 2015) and that many are still
failing to disclose crucial information on emissions. MSCI
is calling on policymakers and financial regulators to make
international standards mandatory but has not yet gone so
far as to call for harsher financial penalties for laggards.

Equally, companies need to find ways to disclose their
sustainability risks with transparency and efficiency. To do
this, they need access to high quality and consistent data
and reporting capabilities, as well as enhanced regulatory
and compliance oversight. But adding expertise in audit
and compliance, as well as implementing potentially
expensive new systems, comes with an increasingly high
cost—at least in the short term until those which do it
well establish a competitive edge that enhances their
bottom line.

With the environmental commitments of governments
themselves under increased scrutiny to hit the Paris
goals, it’s likely not long before policymakers and
regulators look to implement harsher punishments.

Tech, research and development capex are
expected to increase

Indeed, it’s already starting; under the United Kingdom’s
recently announced Net Zero Strategy, vehicle
manufacturers will be mandated to sell a certain
percentage of zero-emission cars and vans starting in 2024.
The government will consult on this industry-wide mandate
next year, but it could move to fine auto companies that
do not move quickly enough to phase out traditional fuel
models ahead of the 2030 ban on new sales.

Green talent and climate compliance come
at a cost.
Green companies need employees with green skillsets,
and this is being reflected in hiring patterns. Analysis
by LinkedIn shows that all sectors are increasing the
hunt for sustainable talent. While demand is growing
fastest in sectors like energy and mining, the research
shows that searches for candidates with sustainable
credentials has a higher overall presence in health
care, agriculture, transportation, construction, and
manufacturing. But this, too, takes a toll on the bottom
line. New jobs created to help meet the U.K.’s netzero commitments could pay up to 18% more than

Lastly, it stands to reason that, as business models adapt
to become greener, investment in technology and research
and development (R&D) spend will increase across the
board. Constant innovation will be required and the cost of
doing business in a climate conscious world will rise.
In 2020, global R&D expenditure on technologies to fight
climate change was estimated at around $80 billion—or less
than 5% of the world’s $1.7 trillion R&D budget—according
to McKinsey, and this is only likely to accelerate. Companies
across all sectors will need to invest in more sustainable
technology, not only to drive down their emissions to meet
global regulations, but also to help ensure that any changes
they implement can start to deliver value rather than
simply increasing costs and eroding balance sheets.
This will involve many companies taking big bets
on new, perhaps untested, technical and long-term
strategic opportunities. Some of these bets will pay
off and others may not, but the fact that speculative
investment is viewed as necessary in order to help ensure
the cost of meeting carbon targets is both manageable
and profitable suggests that implementation costs could
be significantly underestimated.
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I N V E STM E NT I M PL I C AT I ONS
Blue chip companies should prove resilient:
In an “en-flationary” environment, investment opportunities will be found in the companies that can flex
their prices rather than wear the increased costs themselves. Luxury retailers, for example, can increase
prices without significantly sacrificing customers. Companies with deep moats have greater pricing power
and can exercise this to help preserve profit margins without risking losing market share to rivals. Modern
bond proxies, like the FAANGs1, should also do well in this environment given the stable nature of their
business. However, traditional bond proxies such as utility companies may not react the same way given
how central the energy transition is to their business model.
1Meta (formerly known as Facebook), Amazon, Apple, Netflix, and Alphabet (formerly known as Google).

United States over Europe:
Some markets are likely to weather this en-flationary shock better than others. The U.S. is energy selfsufficient, while Europe is a large importer of energy, so the need to embrace green energy is considerably
greater for Europe. As a result, Europe will continue to be exposed both to high energy prices as the
economy transitions towards green energy, but also to the rising cost of doing business in a more
environmentally friendly matter.
Growth over value:
More capex has significant implications for income investors who may find dividends curtailed by the
green transition; increasing spend on innovation means less cash on the balance sheet for payouts. As
companies take steps to green their business models, investors may see more opportunity from growth
than traditional income sectors.
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Risk considerations
Investing involves risk, including possible loss of principal. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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